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You may have the most sophisticated technology, but technology alone cannot weave magic. Without the human being and 
his or her hard work and sustained efforts, success will often seem like a mirage. In today’s world when the customer is 
king, custom-made solutions can make all the difference. The relatively new word we hear often nowadays is ‘bespoke’ – 
North American English. And driven by bespoke solutions, including the networked printing factory, the proportion of service 
business in the KBA Group revenue widened to 26 per cent in the first quarter of 2017 (see page 22 for more). 

SERVICE INITIATIVES ARE INCREASINGLY PAYING OFF
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FROM THE EDITOR

Engaging with local readers, serving 
the community can be profitable too

“This is an excellent opportunity to invest in a xxxx 
press at value added pricing! This is a one owner press 
installed on a single level. The press is shafted with a 
full array of  automation including a number of  recent 
upgrades. NYT print quality!” A message I received 
by email this morning. I didn’t realise companies 
were resorting to hard sell in this fashion. I get the 
feeling that printing press manufacturers are going 
through tough times. A couple of  senior executives 
I spoke to recently, both with years of  print industry 
experience behind them, echoed similar views. There 
are hardly any machines being sold these days and 
even the big ones are finding it difficult, one of  them 
said. Advertising has fallen and what was once a PR 
barrage has reduced to a trickle. With newspaper 
reading habits hitting a plateau virtually everywhere, 
and owners, publishers and editors still juggling with 
the print-digital conundrum, there doesn’t seem to 
be much light at the end of  the tunnel for press 
manufacturers.

**************************
Sufficiently engaging with local readers is now 

said to be the key to attract readers to a newspaper. 
Writing for The Conversation, Rachel Matthews, who 
has worked in the regional newspaper industry for 
15 years and is a lecturer in Journalism at Coventry 
University, the UK, says that the national press is 
given more attention by both academia and industry 
despite regional titles dominating in terms of  local 
readers and profits for much of  UK newspaper 
history. A significant point she makes is: profit and 
community benefit are not incompatible. “Now, 
with cost cuts, digital editions and other concerns, it 
can be just as easy to forget about this community 
role which local newspapers have made their own – 
but equally, it needn’t be a choice between revenue 
and serving a community. The future of  the local 
newspaper lies in it working in a way which supports 
its role as watchdog. By investing financially in and 
articulating clearly that it provides a service to the 
community, local newspapers can weather any 
changes,” she explains. 

Matthews points to the new generation of  ‘socio-
local’ newspapers that would put community benefit 

Sashi Nair
editorpiirind@gmail.com

on an equal footing with an element as important as 
circulation. It is not some distant dream or academic 
hypothesis, she says, providing the examples of  the 
family-owned Isle of  Wright County Press and the 
cooperative-run West Highland Free Press who “have 
written this relationship into their business model, 
and are working to preserve community values while 
turning a profit”. “If  these newspapers are to have 
a sustainable future, they need to be rescued from 
the tug of  love battle between profit and community 
which has beset them for 70 years.”

A report prepared for the Geraldine R Dodge 
Foundation by Jessica Crowell and Kathleen 
McCollough talks about the importance of  running 
focus groups in the local news community. 

As newsrooms reinvent their business model, design 
new products and services, and invest in community 
engagement efforts, it is critical that they listen deeply 
to their communities, they suggest. According to 
them, focus groups are one model of  listening that 
can be very effective in gathering feedback from a 
cross-section of  people who represent different 
voices and stakeholders in an area. “The feedback 
gave newsrooms the confidence to test new ideas 
and take risks that otherwise might have seemed like 
blind experiments. We believe that these kinds of  
focus groups can be important tools for newsrooms 
to listen to their communities.”

Steve Gray, VP of  Strategy and Innovation at 
Morris Communications in the USA, writing for the 
WAN-IFRA website, says that as the relentless decline 
in ad revenues empties more and more newsroom 
desks, there’s been a little-noted side effect: waning 
commitment to locally written editorials. Gray 
intends to make the case for strong local opinion-
writing as a key element of  community journalism, 
which creates value. Narrating his experience as an 
editorial writer, he says he came to understand that the 
most important editorials were those that unravelled 
community issues with a combination of  facts and 
logic borne of  a desire to raise the common good. 
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Let’s write the future
with production management solutions 
that open new business opportunities

ABB’s integrated production management solutions not only increase 
the efficiency of your production and reduce costs, but also open up entire 
new business opportunities. They give you the means to handle much more 
demanding production and distribution procedures and allow you to provide 
your customers with a new level of service. The future of your newspaper 
production lies with ABB. www.abb.com/printing
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Jay Lauf, publisher and president, Quartz, said at 
a recent WAN-IFRA conference that statistics 
show more people are spending more time on     

  mobile phones, reading news than ever before. He 
said 73 per cent of  respondents in a survey had 
answered ‘Mobile’ to the question, ‘When it comes 
to news, which device are you most likely to be 
using?’ ‘Desktop’ was the answer given by 23 per cent, 
while print, TV and radio accounted for only 4 per 
cent, Lauf  said, indicating the potential of  mobile 
Journalism or MoJo.
“Mobile Journalism means different things to 

different people, but generally it involves journalists 
using mobile devices so they can tell stories anywhere, 
anytime, and in any way they choose,” says Mark 
Egan, an expert on the subject. Elaborating on the 
genre, he says “In essence, mobile journalism is 
about overcoming the technical obstacles of  the past 
to provide a more nimble form of  journalism.”

Technology is at the heart of  MoJo. Sweeping 
advancements have opened up scope in previously 
unimaginable ways. This implies a paradigm shift 
in the concept of  news itself, its gathering and its 
dissemination. Yesterday’s news, is, well, yesterday’s 
news. The smartphone has overtaken the morning 
newspaper and, to an extent, the television news 
channel, because it can deliver live news on the go. 

Where social media was previously considered an 
irritant or at best a distraction, it is now a crucial 
path to new readership. The younger generation 
far prefers it to the conventional newspaper. “Even 
busy executives prefer to consume news via their 
mobiles. It is easier than doing so over traditional 
media because of  the form factor and ease,” notes 
Dinakaran Rengachary, head – Internet, The Hindu 
BusinessLine. 

Mobile journalism – 
ever-widening horizons

Mobile devices have been used in news gathering for some years, but recent advances 
in technology, combined with the swelling reach of social media has made mobile 
journalism, or MoJo, a genre in itself. Susan Philip on how the smartphone has literally 
overtaken everything else and is capable of providing all the technology required by a 
reporter to record, edit and transmit news on the spot

That works both ways. While the smartphone is 
always within reach of  the news consumer, a reporter 
also always has it on hand. And there are so many 
apps, so many platforms available that a creative and 
enterprising journalist can single-handedly produce a 
multi-format news piece covering all angles of  a story, 
and report news as it happens. 

The technology is compact, which has brought 
about a sea-change in the procedure of  news gathering. 
Previously, if  audio and video feeds had to be included 
in a story, cumbersome, expensive equipment had 
to be used, requiring specially trained personnel for 
operation. It had to be a team effort and required 
considerable planning and coordination by the 
newsroom and other arms of  a media establishment. 
Now, a smartphone is capable of  providing all the 
technology required by a reporter to record, edit and 
transmit news on the spot, as it happens, in text, audio 
and video formats. 

This freedom to put out composite, polished news 
reports on social media or other platforms even while 
remaining at the location of  a developing story is of  
tremendous value to a journalist. “Good journalism 
is about getting the most accurate version of  events 
possible. By being able to gather news so effectively 
and maintain ultimate flexibility, you are ideally placed 
to cover events as well as possible,” says Egan. 

The video and audio recordings done by a reporter 
can be used by the newsroom on multiple platforms. 
In other words, MoJo is not confined to the mobile 
platform, it has relevance across platforms. 

MoJo is also redefining content. Where once news 
stories were filed for the print media and later re-
worked for the digital landscape, the procedure is 
now increasingly happening in reverse. Short, easy-
to-digest pieces are the norm on smartphones. There 
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is no room for opinion pieces and analyses on these 
devices. Many journalists file first for the smartphone 
and then re-work for the traditional newspaper. 

Egan cites the instance of  Yusuf  Omar, the mobile 
editor at the Hindustan Times. “He is building a 
network of  750 mobile journalists across India. They 
are using the social platform Snapchat as a way of  
creating content. A good example is a recent story 
about drugs in the Punjab. Yusuf  told the entire 
story on snapchat, in a style that fits the mobile 
audience, but then reversioned that content for other 
platforms.”

Social media platforms like Twitter enable direct 
contact with the news consumer. Even a traditional 
format such as a regular column by a subject expert, 
say in an education-related offering like BL on Campus, 
can be made interactive, by inviting readers to pose 
questions live to the columnist at pre-arranged 
times. This almost personalises news content, and is 
attractive to consumers. 

Mobile journalism has also spawned a new category 
of  journalists – the ‘citizen journalist’. The layman 
equipped with a smartphone can upload reports 
of  events on social media platforms. But are they 
equal to trained journalists? That’s a moot question. 
Talking of  this aspect, Egan feels the deciding 
factor will be whether they are trying to uphold 
certain ethics regarding impartiality. “I often see 

activists sympathetic to one side of  an issue who call 
themselves citizen journalists. If  they have an agenda 
and are promoting that cause, they are not journalists,” 
he says. But certainly, ‘citizen journalists’ make good 
sources for stories and, very often, reporters rely on 
them for first reports of  breaking news.

Of  course there are challenges in MoJo. The 
rapidity of  advancements in technology is one. The 
reporter has to be technology savvy and keep up-
to-date with emerging apps and platforms to be 
on top of  consumer demand and command loyalty. 
Other challenges would be poor connectivity and 
the problem of  software advancements outstripping 
hardware – newer and newer smartphone models 
may be needed to keep pace with the new possibilities 
opened up by technological developments. 

Print will remain an important part of  the media 
landscape in the foreseeable future. But the fact 
remains that mobile journalism has appropriated a 
significant space in that landscape too. Smartphones 
and tablets are important channels for news 
dissemination, particularly for the younger generation, 
and no media organisation or journalist can afford to 
ignore MoJo’s potential. 

(This article had appeared in the January/February 2017 issue of  
Asian News Media Focus, a WAN-IFRA publication. The article, 
'Staying safe in the world of  digital publishing', by Susan Philip in our 

May issue, had also appeared in the same issue of  ANMF.)

<

With the print media growing at 4.87 per cent CAGR (compounded annual growth rate) over a 10-
year period, there is no competition between print and digital media, Audit Bureau of Circulation 
(ABC) members said while speaking at an ABC event recently. Both complement each other, they 
insisted, and said that there is space for all mediums in the market. However, the delegates said that 
newspapers have recognised the relevance of the digital platform in bringing news through the day, 
and hence, are investing in the format.

According to ABC, 2.37 crore copies were added in the past 10 years, accompanied by an increase 
of 251 publishing centres. Meanwhile, it needs mention that ABC certifies circulation figures of its 
member publications every six months i.e. for the audit periods January-June and July-December. Most 
member publications certified by ABC (across various languages) have shown a positive increasing 
trend during this period. ABC attributes this growth to increased literacy, urbanisation, competitive 
pricing, easy accessibility, customized sections and pullouts catering to various segments of readers 
together with localized content and a strong tradition to buy newspapers. 

Regional publications, too, show a lot of promise, ABC members said. Hindi publications witnessed 
the maximum growth of 8.76 per cent CAGR for 2006-16, with Dainik Jagran being the top publication, 
followed by Dainik Bhaskar for the period between July and December 2016.  English publications 
managed 2.87 per cent growth with The Times of India becoming the third most circulated 
newspaper.         

  (Courtesy: exchange4media.com)

Too early to write off print: Audit Bureau of Circulation

<
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E   ver since Jeff  Bezos bought The  Washington   
  Post, the  media  industry has  been keen  to    
  learn how the  founder of  the Internet giant  

Amazon would get  that news-industry behemoth 
back on track, and where that track will take it. The 
natural assumption – that technology would play an 
ever-greater role at The Washington Post – is proving 
more and more correct. 

In October 2015, the company announced it would 
offer its Arc Publishing toolset, developed over the 
previous five years, to external customers. Since then, 
the company has signed up 11 customers: publishers, 
plus several universities that are allowed to run the tool 
for free. The largest customer in the media arena is 
The Globe and Mail of  Canada, which was selected as a 
development partner in June 2016.

Although only very few newspaper publishers plan 
to market their self-developed software, there are other 
prominent players in the publishing industry who 

Despite those recent initiatives, the concept of  self-
developed content management tools is nothing new, 
as demonstrated by numerous examples. Back in 2008, 
The New York Times implemented its digital CMS, named 
Scoop. In Germany, red.web is a well-known example. 
It is an editorial system that was initially developed 
exclusively for the Rhein-Zeitung but has subsequently 
been marketed to other companies for many years. 

It is nonetheless worthwhile to examine the latest 
developments, for they offer some interesting lessons 
for publishers and system providers.

What drives publishers to develop their own CMS 
solutions?

A company might want to consolidate its system 
landscape, improve process quality, drive automation, or 
foster innovation and the development of  new business 
models – there are many reasons for developing do-it-
yourself  solutions, all of  them interconnected.

Process quality in this context means making the 
publishing process faster, more efficient and more 
elegant. In other words, fewer steps, clear user interfaces 
and simple navigation. Those reasons prompted The 
Telegraph, for example, to develop a CMS that allows 
users to create and publish content very rapidly, in line 

BY SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT WITH WAN-IFRA

World News Publishing Focus
Your Guide to the Changing Media Landscape

Lessons for publishers and 
news providers
Recently, a few major publishers have developed their own content management systems to deal with 
the complex world of publishing today. Naturally, that has attracted attention from both publishers and 
providers. Is this a growing trend? Can any publisher develop its own CMS, or is it just for those with 
wads of cash and resources? WAN-IFRA tends to believe the latter, but asked David Best, a consultant 
at Kirchner + Robrecht management consultants who focuses on digital media strategy and publishing 
systems, for his take on this topic
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David Best.

have developed their own content 
management tools and systems. In 
March, The Telegraph of  the UK 
implemented its self-developed CMS 
and the Los Angeles Times introduced 
a self-developed story editor. 

hoME-BrEwED CoNTENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
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with the paradigm that “simple navigation takes priority 
over rich functionality.” This system is used solely on all 
news desks. 

Previously, The Telegraph had used an off-the-shelf  
system and customised it to the individual requirements 
of  each news desk, with the effect that it ultimately 
existed in five different versions. The consolidation 
makes it possible to concentrate all maintenance, 
service and operation activities in one system.

Process efficiency can be achieved also through 
automation. Sometimes, self-developed systems can be 
the method of  choice for creating a software solution 
for applications for which no off-the-shelf  packages 
are available. 

As a case in point, Mashable developed its predictive 
analytics tool Velocity as early as 2011 and has since 
expanded it into a digital publishing suite with a focus 
on automation. 

That allows Mashable’s home page to be configured 
automatically for all readers coming from social media 
sites based on a comprehensive analysis of  social 
web data. In addition, the system supports optimum 
storytelling for all social media channels and can also be 

customised to the requirements of  emerging channels.
Thus, it becomes evident that self-developing 

software tools can enable publishers to strengthen 
the innovation capability of  their core business. Take 
BuzzFeed, for example, which consistently both self-
develops key systems such as content management 
and real-time analysis tools and has its own advertising 
formats devised by a data science team. Even publishing 
products such as apps are developed by BuzzFeed’s 
own team with a view to achieving better control over 
such products and a shorter time to market. 

The example of  The Washington Post shows that self-
developed tools can also serve as a new revenue source, 
through sales of  the software to third parties. That is 
another form of  innovation, albeit outside the core 
business.The example of  The Washington Post shows that 
self-developed tools can also serve as a new revenue 
source, through sales of  the software to third parties. 
That is another form of  innovation, albeit outside the 
core business.
Different types of  self-development

What does ‘self-development’ actually mean in terms 
of  technical content and which functional scope can it 
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have? The approaches described here are clearly focused 
on digital publishing. They strive to complement existing 
off-the-shelf  editorial systems with digital publishing 
solutions developed to meet a newspaper’s specific 
requirements.

The Telegraph is another example. Here, the self-
developed Telegraph Authoring tool rides piggy-back 
on a standard solution, the Adobe Experience Manager. 
In addition, publishers use open source modules. The 
Washington Post, for example, creates the lion’s share, 
about 70 per cent, of  its content using WordPress. 
This content as well as contents from other internal 
systems and external sources are then output using the 
self-developed PageBuilder rendering engine. 

In this way, the production and storage of  content 
that traditionally happens in a CMS is separated from 
content presentation. The pages to be put out are 
broken down by front-end developers into stand-
alone, reusable “features” such as video elements. That 
enables newsroom employees to flexibly configure the 

“features” of  a page and connect them through APIs to 
specific sources – for example, to replace a video from 
the company’s own video management system with a 
YouTube video. 

Most of  those solutions are focused on the areas of  
content creation and digital publishing (for example, 
The Telegraph, Los Angeles Times). Arc Publishing is 
somewhat unusual here since it covers the publishing 
process to a much greater extent and, for example, also 
contains content analysis tools and methods to re-
engage users of  mobile devices. 

Other approaches in the open source sector
Open source CMS such as Drupal or WordPress 

have recently gained in relevance for publishers. An 
example of  this are the web CMS distributions based 
on Drupal that have been customised to the specific 
requirements of  publishers (for instance, Le Temps in 
Switzerland with the NP8 Drupal distribution).  

This is often called ‘bi-directional publishing’, 
meaning that content is initially created in the CMS and 
then sent to a print layout system, where it is adapted 
to the print layout and ad spaces and subsequently sent 
back and stored in the CMS. 

The Thunder project initiated by Burda in Germany 
should also be mentioned when reviewing the 
open source field. Burda has been developing and 
distributing a Drupal-based CMS customised to 
publishers’ requirements, to be expanded and refined 
in a joint effort with publishers and technology 

partners participating in the initiative. In contrast to 
some advocates of  the DIY approach, however, this 
project postulates that publishers should coordinate 
their development efforts rather than differentiating 
themselves from one another through the underlying 
content management systems.

What can publishers learn from the 
developments?

In our view, the intensity with which companies seek 
to optimise system support solutions is a boon, since 
this area still has a lot of  potential for innovation and 
increased efficiency. Developing a comprehensive CMS 
on one’s own involves a good deal of  risk and effort.

In the past, many projects initiated by publishers 
in this area failed because the effort and know-how 
required for such development and – just as important 
– the long-term implications in terms of  support, 
maintenance and continued development had been 
underestimated.

In other words, while a comprehensive DIY strategy 
may be the right thing for large media brands such as 
The Washington Post, The New York Times or BuzzFeed, it 
does not necessarily mean that this is also true for other 
publishers. And establishing oneself  as a professional 
software provider in order to sell the self-developed 
solution to the market is not an easy feat, even for The 
Washington Post. 

Nonetheless, a self-developed tool can make sense for 
specific discrete – and thus manageable – areas. Before 
embarking on a self-development project, decision-
makers at the publishing company should take a look 
at how such projects were implemented at the case 
studies mentioned above.

In our experience, it can be very useful to have 
programmers and IT specialists, product managers 
and editors – plus existing system providers – jointly 
analyse, optimise, and, if  necessary, re-engineer the 
processes for publishing, distribution and marketing 
of  content. 

In doing so, stakeholders from all those areas should 
review and understand the processes from beginning 
to end. That can be done by, for example, conducting 
a joint analysis of  the entire process sequence with the 
aim of  assessing the process performance in terms 
of  time, cost, and quality (considering the amount 
of  work generated by serving all external channels, 
the error rate for publishing online articles, or the 
approach to optimising content distribution, to name 
a few examples). 
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In addition, the team should also consider optimising 
the product portfolio and the business models in use, 
no matter whether dealing with paid content offerings, 
digital marketing, or cross-departmental data-driven 
approaches. Whether that exercise results in a change 
of  system or the self-development of  new software 
ultimately depends on the balancing of  achievable 
improvements versus the costs and risks involved.

What are the lessons for traditional multi-channel 
publishing system providers?

Many editorial system providers already know 
and heed the following lessons – yet they may still 
contain some useful food for thought. A key driver 
for publishers is their quest for ways to reduce the 
complexity of  operating their systems and to publish, 
distribute, and monetize content in a more effective 
and efficient way. All that can be achieved through 
simple operation, simple implementation, and a simple 
pricing model. 

In principle, multi-channel publishing system 
providers have the advantage of  being able to offer 
various solution modules from a single source. At 
the same time, they have to take account of  the 
heterogeneity and the growing number of  tools used at 
publishing companies by both offering connectivity to 
other systems (through APIs) and by expanding their 
own software functionalities. 

The functional capability of  a system should not be 
enhanced to the detriment of  simplicity of  use; that 
requirement might be met by providing user front-
ends that can be flexibly adapted to customer-specific 
requirements or “simple” complementary publishing 
tools.

The ability to provide efficient, cross-media multi-
channel publishing combined with a flexible workflow 
management is still an argument that can be used in 
sales talks.

Of  course, print continues to be the most important 
revenue pillar for most publishers, making it a vital 
channel. The strongest driver of  innovation, however, 
is digital publishing. Here, content arrives from a vast 
range of  internal and external sources. The number 
of  sources will continue to grow, as will the number 
of  output channels, which makes flexible intake and 
output of  digital content more relevant than ever.

That confronts system providers with the challenge 
of  covering the entire content life cycle, from planning 
to re-usage of  content, by providing either convincing 
in-house products or well-integrated third-party 

solutions.  They must take those solutions rapidly to 
market in order to keep up with the competition from 
specialised digital system providers and discourage 
publishers from embarking on their own development 
projects.

In our view, multi-channel system providers should 
explore ways to market their solutions in even more 
modular fashion going forward – possibly in the form 
of  tools that address individual process steps and can 
still be used in an integrated manner. That would give 
system providers a shot at winning new customers in 
an embattled market. 

If  a solution is offered in very small, individual 
modules, new customers can be convinced of  a pro-
vider’s capability in a step-by-step manner. In addition, 
it would make it easier for system providers to make 
inroads into the corporate publishing market, which 
might have use for some but not all modules offered 
to newspapers and other mass-market publishing cus-
tomers.

(The views in this article are Best's, and not necessarily those of  
WAN-IFRA. This article had appeared in the September-October 2016  

issue of  the World News Publishing Focus.)

<

The Printers Mysore, the family-owned 
publisher of Deccan Herald and Prajavani   
news-papers and Sudha and Mayura magazines, 
have announced the appointment of Karthik 
Balakrishnan as chief executive officer, with 
a mandate to transform the legacy publisher 
into a digital-era media group. Balakrishnan, 
44, was employed at the Mahindra Group as 
VP – Marketing. K.N. Tilak Kumar, K.N. Shanth 
Kumar and Parul Shah, members of the 
promoter family and whole-time directors, will 
continue to mentor and guide the company in 
its transformation journey.
“We come from a rich legacy of journalism and 

excellence in English and Kannada newspapers. 
We have decided to take the company forward 
into the digital age of news and media, and this 
is one important step in that direction,” said 
Tilak Kumar, joint MD. 

(Courtesy: exchange4media.com)

<

Karthik Balakrishnan is CEO, 
Printers Mysore
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Buffalo News strengthens 
bond with QIPC 

Following in the wake of  Engineering Automation 
Electronics (EAE), QI Press Controls (QIPC) is now 
to enter into a partnership with The Buffalo News Inc. 
The US-based printing concern, which already works 
with EAE’s control systems, has decided to invest in 
the IDS-3D system for colour register control from 
QIPC. It’s likely that company will take advantage of  
the possibilities for expansion that the IDS-3D system 
offers in the future.

The Buffalo News is located on the shores of  Lake 
Erie in Buffalo, New York. The company produces 
two morning editions daily and three Sunday editions 
along with The Hamburg Sun and six weekly Penny 
Savers. In addition, The News contract prints for 
several publishers including the The New York Times, 
Batavia Daily News and several other weekly regional 
publications.  The company is owned by Berkshire 
Hathaway whose chairman is Warren Buffet. 
“The Buffalo News informed me that their register 

control system had become outdated,” explains agent 
Larry Macko of  Print2Finish, recalling the moment 
when he and the company set out in search of  a 
replacement system. “It was then I introduced them 
to QIPC.” Bryan Carr, Production vice-president at 
The Buffalo News had this to say: “We’re currently 
going through the process of  reinvesting in our 
printing press systems which were installed as far 
back as 2004. Intensive use and OEM obsolescence 
decisions have rendered the systems outdated, so a 
change is essential.”

Following a thorough analysis of  the possibilities 
offered by QIPC, The Buffalo News decided to 
place an order with the Dutch specialist in optical 
measurement and control systems for the printing 
industry. “Not least because we are already using the 
operating system from EAE, which is part of  QIPC,” 
explains Bryan Carr. “We’ve enjoyed an extensive and 
long-standing partnership with EAE for some time, 
so integration ease is key to success.” What’s more, 
the US-based printer stressed a need to be able to 
incorporate closed-loop colour control, automatic 
Fan-out control and IQM (Intelligent Quality 
Management, QIPC’s quality management system) 
into their printing operations. “Replacing the current 

register system will bring about many other benefits,” 
enthuses Larry Macko. “In addition, expansion also 
means the possibility to include many other functions 
which will provide added value in the future.”

A total of  13 IDS-3D cameras  will be installed at 
The Buffalo News. “We are counting on excellent print 
registration quality,” Bryan Carr says about the IDS-
3D system. “What’s more, we anticipate reductions 
in the overall amount of  printing waste we produce. 
QIPC’s system allows us to do this without passing 
on the costs to the user.” In addition to the system 
itself, Bryan Carr has a great deal of  faith in the 
collaboration with QIPC. “We believe QIPC delivers 
a technologically advanced product, but above all we 
believe that Menno Jansen and his QIPC team are 
going to be our most important technology partner 
in the future.”

Druck Styria, manroland 
ink deal for huge order

The order from Druck Styria in Graz, Austria, is 
an investment based on many years of  partnership 
and comprises the delivery of  a new Colorman e:line 
news paper printing press, a retrofit of  an existing 
Colorman, as well as a comprehensive service contract 
running until 2027. This is, once again, an underlining 
of  manroland web systems' position as market leader, 
which was confirmed in 2016 with a market share 
around the 50 per cent mark. Customers value the 
clear commitment shown by manroland web systems 
and their shareholder L. Possehl, to the printing press 
market. 

A view of  the Buffalo News building in New York.
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In the financial year of  2016, the company based in 
Augsburg was able to register orders at a level of  214 
million euros (previous year 259 million euros), and 
the turnover stood at 242 million euros (previous 
year 241 million euros). The results before taxes 
and interest (EBIT) have been increased yet again 
and stood at 6.5 million euros (previous year 6.2 
million euros). In addition, with their entry into the 
packaging-printing sector in 2016, manroland web 
systems has opened up a new promising business 
segment. Currently the corporate group employs 
around 1200 employees worldwide. 
"These very good results mean that manroland web 

systems is once again at the forefront of  the industry. 
The financial year of  2016 brought, in addition, a 
marked organic growth in the service sector, which 
leaves us as a company more independent of  the 
cycles of  plant engineering and more stable for future 
strategic orientation. More than half  of  our order 
intake is coming from the service sector and that is 
based on our customer oriented service strategy and 
the successes of  our controls retrofits, even for third 
party presses (Pecom-X applications on Goss presses, 
among others)," according to Alexander Wassermann, 
managing director of  manroland web systems. "On 
the basis of  our excellent market position, we are 
investing further in future oriented technologies and 
service offerings as well as opening up new business 
segments."

In order to set the company up in a manner offering 
future security in a difficult market environment, 
and in order to optimally exploit capacities and 
thereby guarantee  stable employment,  manroland 
web systems founded and officially announced an 
independent production company in January 2017. 
manroland web produktionsgesellschaft mbH, which 
is also part of  the Possehl group, will in future be 
present on in the marketplace as a complete supplier 
for mechatronic components, meaning that they 
provide everything from design to manufacturing 
of  components right up to assembly, cabling, 
commissioning and quality control, all from a single 
supplier. 

In detail, the company can boast competencies in 
production in the sectors of  mechanical production, 
sheet metal technology, surface engineering, switch 
cabinet construction, measurement technology and 
assembly. "L. Possehl and manroland web systems 
have focused on the ambitious targets of  securing 
employment at the Augsburg location by providing 

both companies with their own identity and focused 
objectives of  business with this investment and 
ultimately meaning both will be more independent of  
the continuously shrinking market for new printing 
presses" explains Uwe Lüders, chairman of  the 
board. Around 280 employees are continuing their 
employment relationship in the new company under 
their existing conditions. 

Franz Gumpp has been appointed head of  the 
new company. Gumpp, a trained machine fitter and 
mechanical engineer had previously been the board 
member responsible for the sectors of  production, 
purchasing and IT at manroland web systems. "The 
high demands of  quality and precision in printing 
press production, the wide range of  performances 
expected in technologies and tooling machines 
and the excellent training and qualifications of  the 
employees are," according to Gumpp, "the basis for 
the competitiveness and success inherent in the new 
company."

L. Possehl is reacting to the market challenges 
outside of  the printing press industry with this 
targeted investment and thereby securing a long-term 
perspective for the new company. "Alone in our very 
first quarter of  results we have posted new orders 
with a volume of  about one million Euro as well as 
having initiated numerous new business relationships. 
I see very good chances of  us reaching our ambitious 
targets by 2019, based on this," says Gumpp.

Alexander Wassermann elaborates: "Industry 4.0 
methods have been determining our innovations 
for several years now. We, therefore, see our market 
opportunities on the one side as coming from 
complex system configurations and their automation 
and commissioning, and on the other side from 
expansion in the service and retrofit business 
sectors. Added to these are precisely tailored service 
provision throughout the life cycle of  the respective 
system: preventative diagnosis, 24/7 TeleSupport, 
and manroland web Store; the market place for wear 
and spare parts, maintenance and repair."

Vorländer invests in 
Geoman e:line 

The book and offset printing and publishing house 
Vorländer produces their daily Siegener Zeitung on 
the worldwide first Geoman e:line from manroland 
web systems. In keeping with the company motto, 
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Tradition meets Innovation, the 1823-founded 
Vorländer publishing house decided to modernise its 
printing facility in Dreis-Tiefenbach, Germany, with 
the new newspaper press Geoman e:line that was 
introduced at drupa 2016.

Vorländer GmbH & Co KG is a successful, family-
owned publishing company with a broad range 
of  media services – from a creative advertisement 
agency via high-class commercial printing up to 
online marketing offerings. The decision for the 
investment in a highly automated Geoman e:line 
is a clear statement for the future of  the printed 
newspaper. 

The new press series has been developed with a 
focus on efficiency due to modular automation 
packages and high quality during the production 
run. It produces with a speed of  45000 cyl/r/h and 
provides the optimal solution for the production 
demands of  medium-sized newspaper printers. 
Another characteristics of  the Geoman e:line is a 
moderate investment volume at low life-cycle costs. 

The Geoman e:line that has been ordered by 
Vorländer consists of  two four-high towers, a jaw 
folder PFN-25 and two manroland web systems reel 

splicers RSN 15. Furthermore, the manroland web 
systems Pecom-X Inline Control Systems for ink 
density (IDCµ), color register (IRC), cut-off  register 
(ICC) and inline fan-out guarantee an ideal printing 
quality and low waste. 

Integrated gluing heads and a stitcher ensure 
the high production flexibility of  the press. The 
production process will be monitored and controlled 
from the Pecom-X Control Center – an innovative 
control desk with intuitive touch screens for 
operating. Another important aspect for the decision 
was that the press can be retrofitted at any time with 
further automation options like, for example, a fully 
automatic plate change, further folding possibilities 
for increasing the production flexibility as well as 
an integration of  a digital printing solution for 
producing hybrid products. The options help to 
make the investment futureproof  – even in case of  a 
changing market environment. 

The press will start its production in spring 2018 at 
the printing facility in DreisTiefenbach.

KBA Rapida 105 for 
Al-Resala Press

It was back in 1968 that Jassim Mubarak Al-Jassim 
founded the company Al-Resala Printing Press in 
Kuwait. As a journalist with entrepreneurial instinct, 
his idea was to establish the company as the first 
address for modern, high-quality publications, based 
upon the principle of  customer proximity. 

In the meantime, however, the impacts of  media 
transformation are also being felt by Kuwait and Al-
Resala: The company was forced to decommission 
one of  its two web presses. In the sheetfed sector, 

The Geoman e:line: the new newspaper press from manroland web 
systems.
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The Rapida 105 in the press room at Al-Resala went into production 
at the beginning of  the year.
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of  the press – things like the excellent paper travel, 
the perfect interaction of  the inking and dampening 
units, and the ease of  operation.” 

Newsprinters, QIPC 
focused on innovation

Collaboration between the UK-based printer, 
Newsprinters UK, and the Dutch specialist in 
automation systems for the printing industry, QI 
Press Controls (QIPC), is progressing well. In the 
wake of  a huge order from Newsprinters in 2014, 
both parties are now reflecting on almost three years 
of  successful cooperation and looking forward to a 
bright new future.

At the time, the order that QIPC received 
from Newsprinters was the biggest in the Dutch 
company’s history. A total of  134 IDS-3D cameras 
were installed at two of  Newsprinters’ sites in the 
UK: at Broxbourne, just north of  London; and at 
Eurocentral, close to Glasgow in Scotland. Fourteen 
manroland Colorman XXL printing presses have 
been equipped with QIPC’s automatic colour control. 

“We still feel a sense of  pride at landing the order,” 
explains QIPC’s managing director Menno Jansen. 

“But even after we sell and install our systems, we aim 
to stay in close contact with the customer. This way 
we can improve our products on an ongoing basis.”

QIPC ran an evaluation project at the Broxbourne 
plant from 2010 so that Newsprinters would know 
exactly what they were getting. “We've been working 
with QIPC for some years now,” says Mark Ellington, 
Group Technical Services director at Newsprinters. 

on the other hand, it still sees growing demand in 
the market and has decided to invest accordingly in 
the future.

Says general manager Marzouq Al-Jassim: “We 
considered all the possible scenarios and analysed 
corresponding press types and configurations. And 
we came to the conclusion that the Rapida 105 is 
currently the best choice for us. We are continuing to 
observe the market, however, and could well imagine 
an investment in another press from the Rapida 
series as the next step.”

For Noureddine Amalou from the Sales Department 
at KBA-Sheetfed Solutions, the instable political 
situation in the region is an important factor for the 
currently subdued readiness to invest in West Asia. 
Even so, there are good opportunities for continued 
growth and development for healthy enterprises. 
Al-Resala Printing Press, for example, is financially 
sound, has earned a very positive reputation on the 
market and can rely on the service of  the Al-Kharafi 
Group.

Al-Resala has worked with presses from KBA 
from the very beginning and is extremely satisfied 
with their quality and production performance. The 
new Rapida 105, a five-colour model with coater and 
extended delivery, entered production at the beginning 
of  the year. Adel Al-Salem, press manager at Al-
Resala Printing Press: “Our team really appreciates 
the concept. For us, it is not maximum automation 
which counts, but rather the mature technical basis 

L-r: Magdy Gomaa Ahmed, senior Sales manager, Kharafi; Marzouq 
Al-Jassim, general manager Al-Resala; Adel Al-Salem, Press manager 
Al-Resala; and Noureddine Amalou, Sales manager, KBA-Sheetfed 
Solutions; during a project meeting at the customer centre of  KBA-
Sheetfed in Radebeul.

Presenting of  Delft blue gift in honour of  the successful cooperation 
between QIPC and Newsprinters UK (l-r): Steve Whitehead, Operations 
director, Broxbourne Newsprinters, Menno Jansen, chairman, QIPC, 
and Mark Ellington, Group Technical Services director, Newsprinters.
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looking back on a long and successful partnership 
with many groundbreaking highlights for the printing 
industry. Now the two companies have realised 
another special project: by combining an existing 
48-page with a 72-page Lithoman, the world’s first 
120-page commercial press started its production in 
Wassenberg. Furthermore, the second 160-page press 
was launched at the same time.

According to the world premiere, WKS gave a 
big celebration in Wassenberg on May 2nd. Many 
customers and suppliers of  WKS as well as guests 
from the politics were invited. Barbara Hendricks 
(minister for Environment, Nature Protection, 
Construction and Reactor Safety) arrived from Berlin 
to give a welcoming speech. In the course of  the 
celebration, there were two technological highlights 
that were presented: the second 160-page press that 
will enable an even more efficient production in 
Wassenberg and the world’s first 120-page press. 

With these investments, WKS strictly follows the 
strategy of  using latest technologies and therefore 
again opted for the press technology from Augsburg 
as for many years now. “The cooperation with 
manroland web systems has paid off  in all respects. 
All of  our Lithoman presslines are doing an excellent 
job regarding production stability, quality and 
productivity. manroland web systems knows about 
the demands of  the high volume sector. After a very 
good cooperation and realisation of  the complex 
project for the first two 160-page presses, it was 
totally clear that we again opted for the team from 
Augsburg to combine our 48- and 72- page presses,” 
says Dittmann, managing director of  the WKS 
Group. 

“Originally, to help develop their IDS-3D colour 
control system and to understand what its potential 
was. Our experience of  working with QI on this 
project gave us the confidence to place a sizeable 
order.” 

The system has now been operating on fourteen 
of  Newsprinters’ presses for over two years. “QIPC 
has demonstrated its worth and is a tried and trusted 
partner,” Mark Ellington continues. “They listen 
carefully to our ideas and requirements and are able 
to deliver innovative solutions when we challenge 
them with a problem.” According to Menno Jansen, 
a key factor in successful collaboration is maintaining 
the dialogue with customers who buy QIPC systems. 

“We communicate with our customers in numerous 
ways,” he emphasises. “And keeping in close contact 
with them is the only way we can ensure our systems 
stay ahead of  those of  our competitors.”

A concrete example of  the way in which 
Newsprinters and QIPC collaborate is the IQM 
Quality Management System. The system enables 
Newsprinters to perform a comprehensive data 
analysis of  their presses’ performance. The system 
uses IDS-3D cameras and separate software. “We 
are constantly working with QIPC to develop new 
features and to raise the performance of  the systems,” 
confirms Mark Ellington. “We believe there is 
significant potential for using QIPC’s systems to 
provide condition monitoring of  our presses. For 
example, QIPC have developed a special reporting 
button which allows us to record an incident. The 
data is subsequently reviewed by QIPC who will 
work with us to diagnose and fix the problem.”

Meanwhile, behind the scenes, the 134 IDS-
3D cameras and the IQM system continue to do 
their work at Broxbourne and Eurocentral. Both 
companies benefit from the partnership. On the one 
hand, Newsprinters can work more efficiently thanks 
to QIPC’s automation and, on the other, QIPC has 
a satisfied customer in Newsprinters. Perhaps the 
biggest advantage however, is that both companies 
are able to develop their systems thanks to the 
expertise of  the other. 

Kraft-Schlötels, manroland 
combine two presses

Kraft-Schlötels, a sub company of  WKS 
Druckholding, and manroland web systems are 

At the event in Wassenberg (l-r): Michael Viehof  (WKS Group), 
Sandra-Sibylle Schoofs (ALDI SÜD), Jeannette Thull (ALDI SÜD), 
Paul Albert Deimel (Managing Director bvdm), Barbara Hendricks 
(minister for Environment, Nature Protection, Construction and 
Reactor Safety), Manfred Winkens (mayor of  Wassenberg), and Ralph 
Dittmann (WKS Group).
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Print demonstrations on the Rapida 106. 

Official hand-over of  the Rapida 106 to Zhao Bang, general manager 
of  Liuyang Shuangfu Packaging Printing Co (centre), seen with Walter 
Zehner, CEO, KBA Greater China, Ralf  Sammeck, CEO KBA-
Sheetfed, Dietmar Heyduck, Sales director KBA-Sheetfed, and Lianbiao 
Wang, general manager KBA Greater China (left to right).

Print samples illustrated the capabilities of  presses for the printing 
of  flexible packaging from KBA-Flexotecnica (photo) and possible 
applications of  the digital web presses KBA RotaJet L and VL.

Successful China Print 
for KBA

Koenig & Bauer (KBA) is able to report on an 
extremely successful China Print in Beijing. This 
year’s show was placed under the motto, Origin & 
Future – 200 Years Koenig & Bauer, and visitors 
to the 1000 m2 stand from China and numerous 
other countries in the region were treated to a raft 
of  offset, flexo, screen-printing and digital solutions 
for the commercial, publication and packaging 
markets. Practice-oriented press demonstrations and 
vivid presentations of  products which could not be 
exhibited directly were undisputed crowd-pullers.

Says Dietmar Heyduck, Sales director at KBA-
Sheetfed: “KBA-Sheetfed already recorded a very 
positive business result in the Chinese market in 
2016. Our revenue increased by 10 per cent, not 
least because we placed a clear focus on the growing 
packaging segment. The aim must now be to 
maintain the upward momentum of  last year, and 
this successful China Print is definitely an important 
step in that direction.”

Says Ralf  Sammeck, CEO of  KBA-Sheetfed: “Our 
customers are looking for special or complete solutions 

– for example, for high-quality finishing. The sheetfed 
offset presses supplied by KBA are becoming longer 
and longer, and incorporate more and more practice-
oriented automation. That is the technology which 
the market demands. The key to our success is that 
we concentrate on making our customers successful.”  
The official hand-over of  the Rapida 75 PRO on the 
stand to its future owner, the Hucai Group, already 
on the first day of  the show was followed up by a 
similar ceremony for the Rapida 106 on 10th May. 
The five-colour press which was to be seen in Beijing 

is now on its way to Liuyang Shuangfu Packaging 
Printing in Hunan Province. 

Says general manager Zhao Bang: “We will 
certainly benefit from simultaneous plate changing 
with DriveTronic SPC. Job changeover times will 
be shortened dramatically, and the pre-registration 
facility will also help to reduce waste. Everyone is 
really excited about the high production speeds and 
print quality of  the Rapida 106. We are pursuing 
automation to enhance our production efficiency and 
to reduce labour costs. With this high-performance 
press, we are continuing the restructuring of  our 
company and will be increasing our production 
capacity by more than 100 per cent.”

The products in greatest demand at the show 
were medium- and large-format sheetfed presses. 
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The practice-oriented print samples are as sought-after as ever.

Overview of  savings potential with KBA VariDry LED-UV. 

Barely 30 minutes after the welcome, the Rapida 75 Pro was already 
printing a corresponding photo using the LED-UV technology on 
uncoated paper 

Alongside the Rapida 106 for Liuyang Shuangfu 
Packaging Printing, a further press of  this high-end 
series was sold with seven printing units, inline coater 
and extended delivery. Several buyers opted for the 
Rapida 105, including two eight-colour coater presses, 
one of  which was also configured with the cold foil 
module Vinfoil Optima. 

In large format, KBA lived up to its role as market 
leader with several new orders, and a number of  
sales contracts for the Rapida 75 Pro are also close to 
completion. In total, the orders received matched the 
figures achieved at Print China two years ago. KBA 
is looking forward to brisk post-show business and 
increased demand from the Chinese market over the 
coming months.

well-attended symposium at 
KBA-Sheetfed 

On 25th and 26th April, almost 300 existing and 
prospective users of  the still relatively new LED-UV 

technology met at KBA-Sheetfed in Radebeul to pick 
up first-hand information on the current state of  
development. Alongside printers from 21 different 
countries, numerous representatives of  the supplier 
industry were also present.

KBA-Sheetfed is one of  the international 
technology leaders in the field of  LED-UV. The first 
Rapida 106 with LED dryers went into production 
in mid-2014. Further milestones included the first 
medium-format perfector for 4-over-4 production 
with LED-UV at the end of  2014 and the first Rapida 
large format installation in 2015. 

Some 50 half-, medium- and large-format Rapidas 
with LED drying are in use around the world. The 
majority of  the installations can be found in Germany, 
Japan and France. But in Great Britain, Austria, 
Belgium, Italy, Poland, the USA and other countries, 
too, Rapidas with LED-UV facilities are proving 
increasingly popular, especially among commercial 
printers. Alongside classic five- and six-colour coater 
presses, numerous eight-colour perfectors have 
also been equipped with this future-oriented drying 
technology.

Enthusiastic KBA users have already discovered the 
benefits of  LED-UV both for their own companies 
and for their print customers. Environ  Environ-
mental friendliness and short delivery times are just 
two of  many. Further important aspects include: 

50 per cent energ•	 y savings compared to HR-UV 
or IR/hot-air drying for coating applications; 
further savings potential can be realised through 
job-specific matching of  the active dryer format 
in both the length and width directions
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Up to 20 per cent less waste through the avoiding •	
of  scratches and set-off
Fewer quality complaints due to drying effects or •	
colour changes which only become visible later 
in the overall production process
Up to 4 per cent paper savings•	
10 to 20 per cent higher production speeds in •	
perfecting mode
Faster job turnaround as the sheets can passed •	
on immediately for further processing
Lower rejection rates thanks to the reduced risk •	
of  fold cracking in the printed image
Powder and protective coatings are no longer •	
necessary
Fewer problems and shorter cleaning times in •	
downstream finishing 

There are nevertheless critical voices to be heard 
in the branch. Objections such as higher investment 
outlay for the dryers, higher ink costs and poorer 
de-inking of  the printed products in later recycling 
are often discussed. An important objective of  
the symposium at KBA-Sheetfed was thus to 
demonstrate the potential of  the technology, to 
present current and expected developments and 
improvements in dialogue with the supplier industry, 
and to relieve the anxieties and reservations which 
naturally accompany any new technology. 

Three panel discussion sessions were moderated 
by Klaus-Peter Nicolay as an independent print 
expert, branch analyst and publisher of  the 
magazine Druckmarkt. The first session with 
specialists from KBA-Sheetfed and further suppliers 
addressed the available system technology. Reports 
on practical experience, design solutions, handling 
recommendations and service topics were brought 

On the Rapida 106, 80 g/m2 self-adhesive label paper was printed from a reel using LED-UV inks – at a speed of  20000 sph.

together under the headline, ‘What does the LED-
UV technology offer for a modern print company’.

Tailored consumables packages were the topic of  
a second round of  discussions with representatives 
from Toyo, Actega, Scheufelen, Papyrus, StoraEnso 
and Igepa. Alongside recent further developments 
in inks and coatings, the manufacturers spoke about 
standardised measuring and analysis methods, health 
and consumer protection, migration and food contact 
compliance, as well as the dimensional stability and 
de-inking properties of  substrates. 

According to Wolfgang Rauh, head of  Depart-
ment for Materials and Environmental Protection 
at FOGRA, the success of  de-inking seems to be 
dependent on the particular combination of  ink 
and paper. In case of  doubt, therefore, it is always 
advisable to consult with the ink and paper suppliers 
concerned.

The third module was reserved for the users: 
Ingo Klotz from Druckerei Joh Walch (Augsburg/
Germany), Jürgen Ostendorf  from Hofmann Druck 
(Nürnberg/Germany), Patrick Leus from Albe de 
Coker (Antwerp, Belgium) and Jonas Hoffmann from 
FarbWerk (Detmold/Germany) described the role 
played by the LED-UV technology in their business 
concepts. They also compared the ROI of  LED-UV 
to that of  conventional alternatives, and provided 
information on the attainable quality standards and 
energy efficiency when using the technology. 

One of  the aspects mentioned was the extended 
colour space, which often spares the need to print 
spot colours. Significantly, higher densities are 
achieved and the print quality on uncoated papers 
comes close to that otherwise associated with coated 
stocks. As a result, new customers can be targeted in 
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The printers and presenters from the Rapida 75 Pro and Rapida 106 
showing print samples from the two presses.

Users reported on the many benefits of  the LED-UV technology. Left 
to right: Ingo Klotz (Joh. Walch), Jürgen Ostendorf  (Hofmann-Druck), 
Patrick Leus (Albe de Coker) and Jonas Hoffmann (FarbWerk), with 
discussion moderator Klaus-Peter Nicolay.

the premium quality segment. At the same time, new 
marketing strategies and approaches are required. 
LED-UV printing, however, is able to serve as a 
strong regional USP, enabling users to stand out 
above their competitors. Many of  the participants 
confirmed that the LED-UV technology had opened 
the door to new markets.

A series of  print demonstrations confirmed the 
reported user experience. During the production 
on a Rapida 75 Pro and two Rapida 106 presses, 
the symposium guests were able to monitor energy 
consumption in real time via VisuEnergy. On the 
five-colour Rapida 75 Pro coater press, the focus was 
placed on production on uncoated papers with full 
ink coverage. It was also shown how the jobs could be 
passed on for immediate finishing on a Perfecta 132 
TS high-speed cutter.  The production of  inmould 
and self-adhesive labels, with and without cold foil, 

was presented on a six-colour Rapida 106 with coater 
tower. After the job with cold foil transfer, the press 
was converted for production with an opaque white 
primer. The final job was a cigarette pack forme 
on metallised card. All three images illustrated how 
LED-UV is gaining an every greater foothold also in 
packaging printing.

KBA then presented an absolute world first, namely 
LED-UV drying in conjunction with autonomous 
printing on an eight-colour Rapida 106 with an 
additional coater. ErgoTronic AutoRun enables 
printing and make-ready processes to run without 
manual intervention in accordance with a predefined 
job list. The operator must only ensure that the 
required substrates, plates and other consumables 
are available. The cover and six sections of  the 
recently published customer magazine KBA Report 
were produced in ultra-short runs on the makeready 
world champion Rapida 106. While doing so, the 
Rapida live app was used by the operator to maintain 
information on material and batch assignments.

As a further highlight, KBA-Sheetfed demonstrated 
the die-cutting of  packaging on a Rapida RDC 106 
rotary die-cutter: For the first time with automatic 
stripping, a world novelty in a rotary process. After a 
fast job changeover, production continued with the 
kiss-cutting of  self-adhesive labels. Job changeovers 
on the Rapida RDC 106 are significantly faster than 
on a flat-bed die-cutter – a further plus for the rotary 
die-cutter for corresponding applications.

KBA reports strong new 
business

The Koenig & Bauer Group commenced on a 
high note this year, the year in which it celebrates its 
200th anniversary, with a 20.7 per cent increase in 
order intake to €321.5m. At €259.1m, group revenue 
remained at the previous year’s level, while order 
backlog widened by 6.4 per cent to €619.9m. EBIT 
came to €5m, substantially exceeding the previous 
year’s figure of  €2.1m. The group net profit of  €4.7m 
(2016: €1.6m) is equivalent to earnings per share of  
€0.30 (2016: €0.11). 
“The clear focus on the growth markets of  packaging, 

industrial and digital printing as well as the group-
wide service initiative launched at the beginning of  
2016 are increasingly paying off. We were able to 
widen the share of  service business in group revenue 
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from 24 per cent in the previous year to 26 per cent 
in the first quarter of  2017,” explains CFO Mathias 
Dähn. 
“We also made good headway in the packaging 

markets. Our youngest subsidiary KBA-Iberica Die 
Cutters, which specialises in flatbed die-cutters, posted 
growth in order intake, revenue and EBIT,” says 
CEO Claus Bolza-Schünemann. “At the beginning 
of  May, we presented two product innovations in our 
packaging printing business with a high-performance 
printing solution for two-part beverage cans, a market 
which had previously not been addressed, and the 
world’s first digital printing press for migration-free 
metal decorating.”

In the sheetfed segment, more service business and 
a substantial increase in orders for medium-format 
presses caused order intake to rise by 12 per cent to 
€152m. At €150m, revenue fell 3 per cent short of  
the previous year’s figure of  €154.6m. In spite of  
better margins, EBIT of  €4.6m was slightly below 
the previous year’s figure of  €5.7m due to the lower 
revenue as well as development expenses for new 

products. The expanding flexo packaging activities 
have been assigned to the Digital & Web segment 
since the beginning of  the year. 

The systems for flexible packaging, which is a market 
of  the future, are also web printing presses. With 
order intake up 18.5 per cent to €57.7m and revenue 
declining slightly to €30.4m, the order backlog rose 
from €95.5m to €103.5m. The optimisation of  KBA-
Flexotecnica (–€1.8m), high R&D expenses and the 
revenue shortfall left traces on the segment earnings 
of  –€2.3m (2016: –€2.6m).

Higher inventories for the planned revenue growth 
over the next few quarters as well as increased 
receivables resulting from an accumulation of  
deliveries shortly before the end of  the quarter 
exerted pressure on the cash flow from operating 
activities of  –€14.9m. The free cash flow of  –€44.4m 
was additionally burdened by the first payment 
instalment of  €21.3m for the external funding of  
part of  the pension provisions. With its funds of  
€159.5m, securities of  €21.5m that can be liquidated 
at short notice as well as the high cash and guarantee 
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(L-r): Ralf  Sammeck, Andreas Pleßke and Christoph Müller.

facilities, Koenig & Bauer has a stable funding base. 
The equity ratio rose slightly relative to the increased 
balance sheet total to 31.3 per cent (end of  2016: 
31.1 per cent).

The management board expects group revenue 
to grow more dynamically over the further course 
of  the year, leaving a positive effect on earnings. 
In the absence of  any material deterioration in 
the underlying economic and political conditions 
impacting international business, group management 
expects to achieve organic growth to up to €1.25bn 
in group revenue and an EBIT margin of  around 6 
per cent in 2017.

The quarterly report is available as a PDF file and 
can be downloaded at https://www.kba.com/en/
investor-relations/financial-reports/

manroland roadshows 
drive its digital solutions

manroland India organised a Book Printers & 
Publishers Meet on 2nd and 4th May in Mumbai 
& Bengaluru. The roadshows were in continuation 
to the Book Conclave organised in Delhi in August 
last year. Many delegates from the publishing and 
print fraternity attended the shows in Mumbai and 
Bengaluru, including the Deccan Herald and The Times 
of  India.

The main objective was to create the awareness 
for manroland digital finishing solutions for Indian 
book printers and publishers, create a common 
platform to enable proper networking with printers, 
publishers and print engine providers and establish 
manroland as a strong brand in digital finishing.

At the shows, manroland India roped in Kodak, 
its digital print engine partner. Present were Rodd 
Harrison, Sales and Marketing director of  Kodak; 
Sudeep Bhattacharjee, managing director, manroland 
India; Alwin Stadler, vice-president, Digital Solutions, 
manroland Web Systems.

Sammeck, Müller on 
KBA Exec Board

The Supervisory Board of  Koenig & Bauer AG 
has appointed Ralf  Sammeck and Christoph Müller 
to the executive board with effect from 1st June this 
year. As of  today, Ralf  Sammeck leads the Sheetfed 

division, and Christoph Müller the Digital & Web 
division. Both group management members will 
represent their segments in the executive board. 

Aiming at expanding new equipment sales, Ralf  
Sammeck has additionally taken over the coordination 
of  global equipment sales. In order to push global 
service, Christoph Müller has also taken responsibility 
for coordinating services initiatives. The planned 
increase in the revenue share generated by Services 
to 30 per cent by 2021 is set to achieve greater profit 
stability. 

The appointment of  Ralf  Sammeck and Christoph 
Müller to the executive board aims to support the 
implementation of  the medium-term group targets 
announced on 20th February this year. By 2021, the 
target is to reach an annual organic growth rate of  
around 4 per cent and an EBIT margin of  between 
4 and 9 per cent across the group. Of  the targeted 
€70 million increase in earnings, approximately €20 
million in either case is to be generated through 
service growth and the optimisation of  the security 
printing business.

In order to swiftly optimise the security printing 
business, Andreas Pleßke, a member of  the supervisory 
board has been delegated to the executive board for 
a period of  one year from 1st June. Pleßke will lead 
the special segment and in particular the announced 
performance optimisation of  the securities printing 
business on an interim basis.

New KBA sales manager for 
Britain, Scandinavia

As a further step along the adopted path of  
sustained growth in the market for flexible packaging, 
the Italian Koenig & Bauer Group subsidiary KBA-
Flexotecnica SpA has expanded its sales team. Richard 
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Jordan Darragh.

Warnick has been appointed 
sales manager for the United 
Kingdom, Ireland and 
Scandinavia with immediate 
effect. Parallel to these duties, 
he will also be acting as global 
key account manager. 

Richard Warnick has worked 
in the print industry for more 
than 20 years, both in sales 
and in the technical field. “Our 
presses embody high technical 
standards, with optimum 

deserves to be recognised as 
a top difference maker in our 
industry.  His commitment to 
authentication, sustainability, 
and enablement tools drive 
value and differentiation for 
channel partners and end 
users alike."

Commenting on the honor, 
Darragh said: "I am grateful 
for the ENX recognition, but 

KBA-Flexotecnica supplies modern CI flexo presses for printing and 
finishing on films, paper and card.

Richard Warnick is 
responsible for the markets 
in UK, Ireland and 
Scandinavia.

solutions relating to energy saving, productivity, labour 
safety and environment protection. Especially in the 
growing packaging segment, we offer our customers 
a very modern and comprehensive portfolio,” he 
says.

PrintReleaf founder’s 
work recognised

PrintReleaf  founder Jordan Darragh has been 
named a Difference Maker in the Document Imaging 
Industry by ENX Magazine.  Darragh was honored 
for his vision in establishing PrintReleaf, a solution 
for print service providers and commercial printers 
that enables end users to specify that the paper used 
in their projects is offset by equivalent reforestation.  

In recognising Darragh, ENX Magazine  said: 
"By creating a resource that enables end-user 
organizations to track the reduction of  their 
environmental footprint in a verified manner, Jordan 

even more grateful for the response the PrintReleaf  
concept has garnered in the marketplace.  The real 
and growing success story is that only PrintReleaf  
meets the demand for verifiable evidence that print 
purchases have resulted in equivalent reforestation."

PrintReleaf  creates a global sustainability standard 
by certifiably guaranteeing to releaf  the paper 
consumption of  PrintReleaf  customers.  PrintReleaf  
Exchange [PRX] is the only technology platform that 
measures a customer's paper usage and directly offsets it 
with reforestation projects.  The patented PrintReleaf  
technology not only tracks paper consumption, but 
also monitors PrintReleaf  reforestation partners to 
ensure fulfillment.

Market-leading companies with a passion for 
the environment and a progressive concern for 
advancing environmental stewardship, together with 
their customers, rely on PrintReleaf  to provide a 
nexus of  partnerships involving forestry, technology, 
and business.

manroland marks a year’s 
presence in China

The market reaction in China on the foundation 
of  the new manroland organisation with its key 
competence in web offset printing and an improved 
service offering has been positive. 

During the past months, the new market 
organisation in China helped handle two press 
installations at two printing facilities in Beijing. 
One modern commercial press is recently installed 
in Beijing and the installation of  the new digital 
finishing system FormerLine shortly starts. There 
are also negotiations on further press projects with 
Chinese customers at the moment. 

Expanding and establishing a fast and broad 
service offering is one main thrust of  the new market 
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QuadTech’s Inspection System utilises the most sophisticated defect 
analysis in the industry to provide inspection on your print or non-print 
product, web or sheet.

The QuadTech Web Viewing System is appropriate for every roll-to-roll 
application and any packaging substrate.

organisation. Throughout the first months after the 
foundation, several challenging projects could be 
realised such as press relocations in Shenzhen and 
Hong Kong, press audit contracts and upgrades and 
retrofits. The strong presence and reliability of  the 
new organisation has already induced printers with 
competitor presses to ask for support. First orders for 
third party press service have been placed successfully 
and will soon be introduced to the expert public. 

During this year’s China Print in May 2017, the 
market organisation was scheduled to organise an 
event for customers from all over China to introduce 
new strategic approaches and business models for 
the future.

TCPL chooses QuadTech 
for quality control 

QuadTech has announced that TCPL Packaging 
has installed their third QuadTech Inspection System 
to further drive printing efficiencies as they move 
to support flexible packaging. In addition to the 
Inspection System, the order includes Data Central, 
PDF verification, Waste Management and Web 
Viewing Systems—equipping TCPL with a complete 
defect management workflow.

TCPL has a long-standing association with 
QuadTech, having first deployed QuadTech’ 
Autotron Register Guidance System in 1990. The 
latest QuadTech technology has been installed to 
support TCPL’s newest rotogravure press, a Bobst 
Rotomac 4003, which will enable the company to 
print tipping papers for the tobacco market, and to 

print on flexible materials. TCPL, one of  the two 
largest converters of  paperboard in India, is already 
servicing thE sector using two existing Rotogravure 
presses with incorporated QuadTech Inspection 
Systems, and has seen the benefits the 100 percent 
technology offers.

Says Biswadip Naha, plant manager, TCPL: “TCPL 
has a successful history of  product performance and 
service support with QuadTech, so we specifically 
chose QuadTech over other possible suppliers. We are 
now using additional solutions from the QuadTech 
product portfolio and they are our supplier of  choice 
for color and inspection technologies. Our most 
recent investment will continue to ensure quality 
and dependability is maintained while dramatically 
reducing waste and above all safeguarding our 
reputation for packaging excellence.”

QuadTech’s complete defect management 
workflow solution offers printers improved waste 
reductions and increased savings on returned rolls 
through detecting defects on virtually any substrate 
or web width, at any press speed. This allows press 
operators to quickly identify defects and track them 
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QuadTech PDF Verification is a dynamic software application that 
automatically picks up differences and irregularities that inspection 
systems can’t.

all the way through to finishing, where they can 
be removed quickly and efficiently. The solution is 
proven to increase converting process efficiency by 
up to 40 percent—helping printers to manage ever-
tightening margins and guarantee quality control of  
the delivered product.

KBA inking tech now for 
decorating cans

KBA has pioneered keyless inking technology for 
many decades. Waste-saving keyless inking units, 
which do away with cumbersome roller trains, were 
already used in anilox letterpress, flexo and anilox 
offset web presses in the 1980s and 1990s. In the 
field of  waterless offset, they are today to be found 
in the sheetfed Genius 52 UV and in the quality-

acclaimed compact newspaper press KBA Cortina. 
The know-how which has been accumulated over 

many years of  practical implementation is in future 
to benefit also the metal packaging branch. With 
its 10 keyless inking units for an indirect letterset 
process, automatic plate and blanket changers and 
many further innovations, the CS MetalCan is set to 
redefine the standards in beverage can decorating.

The CS MetalCan further expands the portfolio 
of  printing solutions offered to the metal decorating 
branch by KBA-MetalPrint. In combination with the 
drying systems CS PinOven and CS BeltOven, KBA-
MetalPrint now offers complete printing solutions 
for the 2-piece market segment, complementing its 
already strong standing in the production of  3-piece 
cans.

The keyless inking units of  the CS MetalCan have 
been specially adapted to the demands and production 
conditions of  beverage can decorating. High-
performance motors are the basis for a maximum 
rated speed of  2500 cpm.

Analyses of  beverage can production have 
identified the decorating process as the bottleneck 
in integrated line production. Long job changeover 
times constantly result in interruptions for the 
entire line. Through the automation of  plate and 
blanket changing, job changeovers are faster than 

The operator side of  the CS MetalCan with its 10 keyless inking units 
and automatic plate and blanket changers.

Decorating and drying of  2-piece cans, and design study of  the 
CS MetalCan with CS PinOven.
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Blanket wheel, with magnetic blanket mounting.

ever before, and line stoppages can be avoided. Each 
printing unit is provided with its own automatic plate 
changer, enabling plates to be changed parallel to 
each other in less than one minute. Furthermore, the 
12 blankets on the central blanket wheel can also be 
changed simultaneously. This enables the operator to 
concentrate on the essential quality-related aspects of  
the make-ready process.

In addition to faster job changes, the increased 
level of  automation of  the CS MetalCan translates 
into significantly improved safety for the operator. 
Where manual tasks used to be necessary inside the 
machine, the operator can now simply select intuitive 
commands via the 24-inch touchscreen display. Also, 
the unique number of  10 inking units opens up a 
whole new spectrum of  options for brand owners, 
answering the modern trend towards increasingly 
colourful and more complex can designs.

Color-Logic focus on 
added security

Color-Logic has released two new videos showing 
how designers can create anti-counterfeiting effects 
when using digital.  Discussing the technique, Color-
Logic director of  Sales and Marketing Mark Geeves 
commented: "Now, Color-Logic enables brands of  
all sizes to implement a first level of  security using 
white and CMYK ink sets on digital presses."  

 Richard Ainge, Color-Logic CTO, added: "Color-
Logic variable metallic data executed on a digital 
press can provide brands of  all sizes with not only 
personalisation, but a first level of  anti-counterfeiting 
security as well. Color-Logic design tools, together 
with commonly used variable data tools like XMPie 
or HP Smart Stream Designer, easily provides brands 
with basic anti-counterfeiting features. The Color-
Logic system eliminates the need for white ink masks, 
so every label, carton, shrink sleeve, coupon, or other 
marketing piece printed on a reflective substrate can 
include variable metallic features."

 Color-Logic decorative effects utilise the existing 
workflows of  printers and designers, yielding dynamic 
results without the use of  special equipment.  Color-
Logic supports the value of  print and works with 
designers and printers to enhance their printed 
media.

A Color-Logic beer label with security features.
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Press freedom hits lowest point 
in 13 years, says report

Only 13 per cent of  people worldwide enjoy ‘free 
press’, says US-based Freedom House. Global press 
freedom has hit a 13-year low, threatened by US 
President Donald Trump's media bashing and 
restrictions pursued by both democratic and 
authoritarian governments.

A survey by Freedom House, a US-based human 
rights organisation, highlighted growing concerns 
over efforts by governments around the world to 
clamp down on media and dissent. 
"Political leaders and other partisan forces in many 

democracies -- including the United States, Poland, 
the Philippines, and South Africa -- attacked the 
credibility of  independent media and fact-based 
journalism, rejecting the traditional watchdog role 
of  the press in free societies," said Jennifer Dunham, 
who headed the research.

In the 2016 study of  199 countries, the group 
concluded that just 13 per cent of  the world's 
population enjoys a “free press” where coverage 
of  political news is robust, the safety of  journalists 
guaranteed, state intrusion in media affairs minimal, 
and the press is not subject to onerous legal or 
economic pressures. Another 42 per cent of  the 
world's population has a “partly free” press and 45 per 
cent live in countries where the media environment is 

“not free”, the group said.
The report echoed a similar survey released by 

France-based Reporters Without Borders, which 
said press freedom is facing serious threats in 72 
countries, downgrading the rankings of  the United 
States, Britain and others. The Freedom House 
report said press rights are being eroded by the 
efforts of  politicians in democratic states to shape 
news coverage and delegitimise media outlets. 

"When politicians lambaste the media, it encourages 
their counterparts abroad to do the same," Freedom 
House president Michael Abramowitz said.

Press freedom was on a modest decline in the United 
States even before Trump took office because of  
the industry's financial woes and news organisations' 
increasingly partisan positions, the report said. The 
worst scores for press freedom went to North Korea, 
Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan, and the top to Norway, 

the Netherlands and Sweden.  The global average fell 
to new lows.

(Courtesy: The Hindu)

In Mexico, 104 journalists killed 
since 2000

The calls come often now: another body discovered, 
broken and left in rags, felled by bullets. They surface 
at daytime, midnight and dawn, the deaths keeping 
to no clock. Members of  the tribe gather to pay their 
respects, the grainy photographs and stripped-down 
dispatches a testament to another journalist killed 
here in Veracruz State. It is the most dangerous place 
to be a reporter in the Western Hemisphere.
“We have lived in this hell for some time now,” said 

Octavio Bravo, a journalist staring at the coffin of  a 
colleague gunned down in Veracruz last year. “You 
can’t imagine the frustration, the impotence we are 
feeling.”

Mexico is one of  the worst countries in the world 
to be a journalist today. At least 104 journalists have 
been murdered in the country since 2000, while 25 
others have disappeared and are presumed dead. 
On the list of  the world’s deadliest places to be a 
reporter, Mexico falls between the war-torn nation 
of  Afghanistan and the failed state of  Somalia. Last 
year, 11 Mexican journalists were killed, the country’s 
highest tally this century. And there is little hope that 
2017 will be any better.

March was the worst month on record for Mexico, 
ever, according to Article 19, a group that tracks 
crimes against journalists worldwide. At least seven 
journalists were shot across the country last month 
— outside their front doors, relaxing in a hammock, 
leaving a restaurant, out reporting a story. Three of  
them died, dispatched by armed men who vanished 
without a trace. The reasons for such killings are 
often varied: cartel assassins annoyed at aggressive 
coverage, corrupt public officials targeting critics to 
silence them, random violence and even reporters 
crossing over into the criminal worlds they cover.

But according to government data, public servants 
like mayors and police officers have threatened 
journalists more often than drug cartels, petty 
criminals or anyone else in recent years. After nearly 
a decade of  growing violence against the media, the 
press has adapted by severely cutting back on what 
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it reports. Self-censorship is not only common; it is 
often the standard.NYT

(Courtesy: The Hindu)

Sustainability of investigative 
journalism a challenge

Protecting Journalism Sources in the Digital Age 
is a new global study produced by WAN-IFRA 
for UNESCO that  examines the growing risks 
confronting forms of  journalism dependent upon 
confidential sources and whistleblowers. It finds 
that the legal frameworks that support protection 
of  journalistic sources, at international, regional 
and country levels, are under significant strain - a 
development that is seen to represent a direct 
challenge to the established universal human rights 
of  freedom of  expression and privacy, and one that 
especially constitutes a threat to the sustainability of  
investigative journalism.

The study, authored by former World Editors 

Forum/ WAN-IFRA Research fellow Julie Posetti, 
covers 121 UNESCO Member States and represents a 
global benchmarking of  journalistic source protection 
in the Digital Age. It was launched on World Press 
Freedom Day (May 3rd) during celebrations in 
Jakarta.
“This study is being launched in the context of  

unprecedented digital risks to confidential journalistic 
communications – from security agencies intercepting 
reporters' emails, to US customs officials seizing 
journalists' phones and, just last week, Australian 
Federal Police admitting that they illegally accessed a 
journalist's metadata. 

It’s utterly chilling, and urgent reform is required,” 
Posetti said. “I genuinely hope that the study serves as 
an effective tool in the struggle to defend investigative 
journalism dependent on confidential sources, and 
the efforts of  whistleblowers, in the interest of  
strengthening democracy.”

In many of  the countries examined in this study, it 
was found that legal source protection frameworks 
are being actually or potentially:

"I am very old-fashioned. I don't believe in citizen journalists," said Alison Bethel McKenzie to a 
room full of students, journalism aspirants and reporters at Chennai’s Loyola College on World Press 
Freedom Day.  The award-winning reporter and former director of International Press Institute (IPI), 
was in the city as part of the US Consulate General and Loyola College's discussion, Critical Minds for 
Critical Times: Media's Role in Advancing Peaceful, Just and Inclusive Societies. 
"Citizen reporters may be first responders, but what makes journalists different is that we are taught 

to seek the truth and find out both sides of the story," McKenzie said. Citing that the increasing 
immediacy in uploading stories on social media was only perpetuating an unhealthy trend, she said 
there was an urgent need for journalists to take back their profession. "I think we have allowed other 
people to speak for us. And they've muddied the waters." 

Even as discussions ensued on the relevance of newspapers in the digital age, McKenzie said India held 
the envy of other journalists abroad, as it had "so many newspapers and so many readers". "In the US, 
we are deep into online and mobile media. And this has been detrimental to our profession. Around 

'Journalists should reclaim their job from social media’

Alison Bethel McKenzie 
speaking to students and 
journalists. 

42000 of our journalists have lost their jobs in the last six years. We've even 
had numerous TV and radio stations closing down in their attempt to keep 
up or compete with online media. But in India, people still read newspapers, 
which is a great thing." 

A panel discussion followed. The panelists were Krishnan Vaidiyanathan, 
editor, Dinamani; V. Sudarshan, senior associate editor, The Hindu; and 
Yagna Balaji, editor, DtNext. The discussion was moderated by Alexis Wolff, 
Information officer at the US Consulate General in Chennai.

(Courtesy: The Times of India/ US Consulate General, Chennai)
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Overridden by national security and anti-•	
terrorism legislation
Undercut by surveillance – both mass and •	
targeted
Jeopardised by mandatory data retention policies •	
and pressure applied to third party intermediaries 

- like ISPs, telcos, search engines, social media 
platforms - to release data which risks exposing 
sources

Outdated when it comes to regulating the collection 
and use of  digital data, such as whether information 
recorded without consent is admissible in a court case 
against either a journalist or a source, and whether 
digitally stored material gathered by journalistic 
actors is covered by existing source protection laws. 
Challenged by questions about entitlement to claim 
protection - as underscored by the questions: “Who 
is a journalist?” and “What is journalism”?

The study identifies 13 key findings:
The issue of  source protection has come to •	
intersect with the issues of  mass surveillance, 
targeted surveillance, data retention, the spill-
over effects of  anti-terrorism/national security 
legislation, and the role of  third party Internet 
companies known as “intermediaries.
Legal and regulatory protections for journalists’ •	
sources are increasingly at risk of  erosion, 
restriction and compromise.
84 UNESCO Member States out of  121 studied •	
(69 per cent) for this report demonstrated 
developments relevant to the protection of  
confidentiality of  journalistic sources, mainly 
with actual or potential impact, between 2007 
and mid-2015.
Individual states face a need to introduce or •	
update source protection laws.
Source protection laws need to cover journalistic •	
processes and communications with confidential 
sources – including telephone calls, social media, 
messaging apps, and emails – along with published 
journalism that depends on confidential sources.
Transparency and accountability regarding •	
both mass and targeted surveillance, and data 
retention, are critically important if  confidential 
sources are to be able to continue to confidently 
make contact with journalists.
Without substantial strengthening of  legal •	
protections and limitations on surveillance and 

data retention, investigative journalism that relies 
on confidential sources will be difficult to sustain 
in the digital era, and reporting in many other 
cases will encounter inhibitions on the part of  
potential sources.
It is recommended to define ‘acts of  journalism’, •	
as distinct from the role of  ‘journalist’, in 
determining who can benefit from source 
protection laws.
To optimise benefits, source protection laws •	
should be strengthened in tandem with legal 
protections extended to whistleblowers, who 
constitute a significant set of  confidential 
journalistic sources.
Journalists are increasingly adapting their practice •	
in an effort to partially shield their sources from 
exposure, but steps to limit anonymity and 
encryption undermine these adaptations.
The financial cost of  the digital era source •	
protection threat is significant (in terms of  
digital security tools, training, and legal advice), 
as is its impact on the production and scope of  
investigative journalism based on confidential 
sources.
There is a need to educate both journalists and •	
citizens in digital safety.
Journalists and others who rely on confidential •	
sources to report in the public interest may 
need to train their sources in secure methods of  
contact and information-sharing
While traditional legal frameworks for source •	
protection remain strong in some states, and are 
progressing in others, they are under significant 
risk from a combination of  developments. These 
are caused, for the most part, by digital disruption, 
and by overreach in measures that are introduced 
in the name of  national security or combating 
crime.

These findings are based on an examination of  the 
legal source protection frameworks in each country, 
drawing on academic research, online repositories, 
reportage by news and human rights organisations, 
more than 130 survey respondents and qualitative 
interviews with nearly 50 international experts 
and practitioners globally. Seventeen international 
researchers and research assistants contributed to 
the research.
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Initiative to develop journalist 
creativity, efficiency 

WAN-IFRA has been selected by the European 
Union’s Framework for Research and Innovation, 
Horizon 2020, to help facilitate the transfer to 
market of  a new toolkit for modern journalism. 
The Inject project unites 14 partners in six countries 
that are developing new digital technologies for news 
organisations. The goal is to improve the creativity 
and productivity of  journalists in a digital world, so 
they can continue to perform their crucial role in 
open societies.

As journalists are under increased pressure to 
produce stories for a 24/7 news cycle and discussions 
about ‘churnalism’, filter bubbles and fake news raise 
questions about the possibility to do so, finding ways 
to continue producing original and quality stories 
is more urgent than ever. With the tools developed 
through Inject, WAN-IFRA hopes its member 
publishers will be at a distinct advantage over those 
who simply own the production and platforms of  
news gathering and distribution. 

Exploring the ways in which technology can 
support journalists' work, Inject uses creativity 
techniques based on Natural Language Processing 
(NLP). The toolkit includes a creative search engine 
that reporters can use to search relevant databases 
for new angles, and to investigate further and deeper 
into the background of  the stories they are working 
on (Juice), as well as a functionality that brings articles 
to life with interactive fact cards (Expalin). Inject 
also scans texts for keywords and automatically links 
them to additional information. In order to make it 
easy for journalists to integrate the toolkit into their 
work practices, the software will be built directly into 
content management systems.

Here are the European Digital 
Media Awards winners 

WAN-IFRA's Digital Media Awards are presented 
in several regions around the world during the year. 
Each year, all regional winners are subsequently 
entered into competition for the annual World Digital 
Media Awards, which this year will be presented at 
WAN-IFRA's Digital Content Expo in Berlin, 10-12 
October. 

The winners of  the 10th annual awards are: 

1. Best News website
Constant investment of  resources and imagination 

have paid off  once again for the Guardian News 
& Media, UK, and the flagship site the guardian.
com, which won the category. The judges commended 
its clear usability and organisation, its rich information, 
and its inherent multimedia values.

A Special Mention went to The Financial Times, UK, 
for the new  FT.com, not least for its particularly well-
thought out adaptation to mobiles and consistent 
usability across all platforms. 

2. Best in Lifestyle, Sports or Entertainment 
website

Scandinavian entries dominated the Lifestyle 
category this year, and the winner was the Swedish 
evening tabloid Expressen for its feature on Zlatan 
Ibrahimovic - The Boss, which was praised above all 
others for its “excellent navigation and content.” 

Another Scandinavian entry earned a Special Mention: 
Aller Media of  Norway for www.KK.no, website of  
the country's oldest women's title, Kvinner og Klær.

3. Best use of  Online Video
A lot of  publishers have been looking at how to make 

the most of  360-degree video and its potential for 
immersive storytelling. This year's winner, Guardian 
News & Media, took the video prize for using 
immersive video to put users slap in the middle of  
somewhere they didn't want to be with its project, 
‘6x9: A virtual experience of  solitary confinement’.

The Special Mention also went to the Guardian 
for Anywhere but Washington, which led one judge 
to conclude, “This entry shows what a small but 
powerful and experienced team can accomplish. Each 
piece told a different story but all are connected at the 
same time.” 

4. Best Data Visualisation
Never one to shy away from the tough stories, this 

year's winner, BBC News, once again demonstrated 
the power of  data visualisation with its project, ‘Life 
and death in Syria’, which aims to bring the conflict's 
toll to life with a mix of  data visualisation and simple, 
stark facts.  

The Special Mention in the category went to 
Guardian News & Media, UK, for cleverly using data 
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visualisation to shine a light into ‘The dark side of  
Guardian comments’.

 
5. Best Mobile News Service
Apps are in the frontline when it comes to mobile 

news, so particular congratulations go to the winner, 
which was the leading German app development 
agency, APPSfactory GmbH. 

They won the award for the Tagesschau app, run 
by the German public national and international 
television news service produced by the editorial 
staff  of  ARD-aktuell.

The Special Mention for the category went to 
the app of  Independent, the daily news service of  
Independent News & Media, Ireland.

6. Best Lifestyle, Sport or Entertainment 
Mobile Services

Associated Newspapers' Metro took the honours 
this year for ‘11 versus 11’. A personalised football 
news service, it was praised by judges for presenting 
stories in an engaging way that one judge admitted 
risked becoming “part of  our lives.” 

Special Mention was reserved for Aller Media of  
Norway for its work in turning women's title KK into 
a mobile service to accompany its users through their 
day, and their lives. 

7. Best Innovation New Product
“One of  the most impressively executed long-form 

projects I have seen” was one judge's verdict on this 
year's winner, Dagbladet of  Norway for ‘The baby in 
the plastic bag’. An impressively executed example 
of  long-form journalism that pulls the reader into a 
project that consists of  200000 characters and 25,000 
lines of  code. 

Dagbladet also received the Special Mention in the 
category for its Readers Critics (Leserkritikk), which 
got particular plaudits for its intuitive approach. 

8. Best in Social Media Engagement
Axel Springer Akademie of  Germany was the 

winner for ‘Sachor jetzt!’, a story of  meetings with 
Holocaust survivors told in the form of  10-second 
videos, described by one judge as “an exceptional 
project. It demonstrated innovation in using social 
media to tell stories.”  

Verdens Gang of  Norway received the Special 
Mention for a much more light-hearted exercise in 

engagement, "The Icelandic name generator," which 
can be found at http://www/vg.no/spesial/2016/isl
andsknavnegenerator.?lang=en.

9. Best Digital Advertising Campaign
The oldest women's title in Norway showed it 

has a full hand of  new cards as Aller Media's www.
KK.no won the category with a visually compelling 
full-screen approach. One judge said, “The identity of  
the image, the use of  different media digital channels 
and the interface are excellent.” Special Mention 
went to El León de EL ESPAÑOL Publicaciones for 
Become Lion, which demonstrated that even in the 
most modern context a clean and classical approach 
can have great impact. Strong black and white videos 
were the signature of  this campaign, an approach 
dubbed as “clean and elegant” by the judges.

Mathrubhumi shades news 
columns black

Mathrubhumi, the Malayalam language daily, showed 
its solidarity with journalists on May 3, World Free 
Press Day. The newspaper, with a daily circulation 
of  about 1.5 million copies black-shaded the news 
columns on its front page. It has also created a hashtag 
for supporting the cause;#PressFreedom. 

Mathrubhumi, which was in the forefront of  India's 
freedom struggle in the 1930s and 1940s, did the 
gesture to show its support for journalists in countries 
where press is denied freedom and journalists are 
subjected to punishments in various forms. The 
blacked out contents were published without any 
censoring in the inside pages.

(Courtesy: exchange4media.com)

Free press under threat in 
country: Justice A.P. Shah

Underscoring the need for journalists not to allow 
news to become a market-driven product, former 
judge Ajit Prakash Shah said there has been an 
increase in instances of  the commodification of  the 
country's news media. Speaking in Chennai at the 
17th convocation of  the Asian College of  Journalism, 
Justice Shah said this "commodification" of  journalism 

"compromises information that is being relayed" to 
people. "This, in turn, directly affects the decisions 
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Justice A.P. Shah (second 
from right) flanked by award 
winners Shyamlal Yadav and 
Jay Mazoomdaar. Jury member 
Krishna Prasad (left) looks on. 

that people make on a daily basis." The former 
Chief  Justice of  the Delhi and Madras High courts, 
delivering the Lawrence Dana Pinkham Memorial 
Lecture on World Press Freedom Day and speaking 
on the theme 'Free Press and the Laws of  Contempt, 
Defamation and Sedition', said 'free press' "as we 
know it is under threat". The recent ranking of  India 
at 136th among 180 countries in the world press 
freedom ratings is a reflection of  this trend, Justice 
Shah said. He also warned, if  only implicitly, against 
against fear of  libel impinging on journalism's quest 
to tell the truth and how this suppresses the press. 

In view of  the many defamation suits that 
complainants have filed against journalists across 
the country, Justice Shah said, journalists should be 
more aware of  the laws that govern them and the 
rights that they are entitled to before they act in 
fear of  possible cases of  defamation. “Whether it 
is the laws of  defamation or the laws of  contempt 
or laws of  sedition — all of  these are routinely and 
worryingly used against the press in India,” he said. 

Students from the four media departments — print, 
new media, television and radio — of  Asian College 
of  Journalism received their diplomas.

(Courtesy: The Times of  India/ The Hindu

Printers Mysore launches new 
press in Davangere

The Printers (Mysore), publishers of  Deccan Herald 
and Prajavani, on Wednesday launched its new state-
of-the-art printing press at Harihar in Davangere 
District. With the commissioning of  the facility, 
Deccan Herald readers in the central Karnataka 
region of  Davangere, Chitradurga and Shivamogga 
districts will get 16 colour pages from Thursday. In 
two months, the readers can look forward to getting 
20 pages in colour. This is the sixth printing unit 
owned by the company. The others are in Bengaluru, 
Hubballi-Dharwad, Hosapete, Mangaluru and 
Kalaburagi.

(Courtesy: Deccan Herald)
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Shyamlal Yadav and Jay Mazoomdaar of The Indian Express have 
won the Asian College of Journalism (ACJ) Award for Investigative 
Journalism for 2016. They received the award for their series of stories 
on ‘One-rupee Jan Dhan trick’, published in The Indian Express in 
September 2016.

A three-member jury chaired by Justice A.P. Shah, a former chief 
justice of the Madras and Delhi High Courts, and including Jayati 
Ghosh, economist and columnist, and Krishna Prasad, former editor-

Indian Express scribes bag ACJ Journalism Award 

in-chief of Outlook, selected the winners from 84 entries. Justice Shah presented the award to the two 
journalists at a function in Chennai. The award comprised a trophy, citation and a purse of Rs 2 lakh.

The citation by the jury on the winning entry reads: The One-Rupee Trick, by Shyamlal Yadav and Jay 
Mazoomdaar of The Indian Express, revealing the abuse by bank officials of the zero-balance accounts 
of India’s unbanked, is the winner of the second ACJ Award for Investigative Journalism. “Yadav 
and Mazoomdaar drew the nation’s attention to how public servants have fallen prey to perception 
management in a media-saturated era, by spending out of their own pocket to dress up data. By 
using the Right to Information Act to ferret out the details, the two reporters have demonstrated that 
the deft use of the landmark legislation can result in a wealth of riveting stories outside the straight, 
narrow and predictable.”

The jury made a special mention of four other entries: Nikhil M. Babu in India Spend: Unspent Money 
for Dalits/ Tribals, $42.6 Billion = 8 Times Agri Budget; Raghu Karnad and Grace Jajo in Akshar Magazine: 
Confessions of a Killer Policeman; Kumar Sambhav Shrivastava in Hindustan Times: The Jungle Gangs 
of Jharkhand; and Utkarsh Anand in The Indian Express: The Great Government Bank Write-off.

(Courtesy: The Hindu BusinessLine)

<
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Shreyams Kumar is joint MD, 
Mathrubhumi 

Mathrubhumi Group, Kerala’s leading media 
conglomerate, has appointed M.V. Shreyams Kumar 
as the joint managing director of  the Mathrubhumi 
Printing & Publishing Co.  

He was earlier director - Marketing & Electronic 
Media, a post he has held since 2000. Kumar bolstered 
continuous improvements and propelled rapid 
growth by steering the company through multiple 
challenges for the past 17 years, the company said in 
a press statement.

(Courtesy: exchange4media.com)

New CEO-publisher for Open 
Media

HT Media’s Ashok Bindra has joined Open Media 
Network (which owns Open Magazine) as chief  
executive officer and publisher. “I joined Open last 
week,” Bindra confirmed. He will be reporting to 
Sanjay Goenka, chairman of  RP-Sanjiv Goenka 
Group.

Bindra was earlier with Mint at HT Media as the 
chief  operating officer since December 2014 where 
he was responsible for media marketing revenues, 
circulation and marketing functions. He served as 
the head of  Media Marketing of  Hindustan Media 
Ventures from 2010 to 2015. 

(Courtesy: exchange4media.com)

New chief for Media Solutions, 
Mathrubhumi 

Kamal Krishnan P.S. has joined the Mathrubhumi 
Group of  publications as National head – Media 
Solutions (Print). In his previous stint, he was heading 
Response for Times of  India, Kerala. 

Starting his career in advertising, Krishnan has 
worked with Contract Advertising, Rediffusion and 
Percept Hakuhodo. Later, he moved to the telecom 
sector with BPL Mobile, Hutch and Vodafone 
handling marketing communications. His foray into 
media was with Radio Mango where he was the 
national head for Sales & Marketing. Krishnan brings 

with him a rounded experience having worked with 
agencies, clients and the media.

(Courtesy: exchange4media.com)

Dainik Bhaskar launches Surat 
edition

DB Corp has announced the launch of  Dainik 
Bhaskar’s new edition from Surat, Gujarat. With the 
launch, DB Corp now publishes seven newspapers 
with 63 editions across 14 states in India. While 
Surat is a highly competitive market with formidable 
print media companies catering to a large Gujarati 
readership base, it has significant untapped potential 
within a very large non-Gujarati speaking readership, 
which is an important target audience for Dainik 
Bhaskar.

(Courtesy: exchange4media.com)

Republic TV ties up with Vikatan 
Group 

Republic TV has tied up with Tamil media giant 
Vikatan group to get regional content and news 
analysis from Tamil Nadu. With the partnership, 
Republic plans on engaging with the local audience 
of  TN. Catering to readers of  all age groups and 
demographics, Vikatan has about 13 magazines in 
TN. They cover women’s issues, health, cooking, 
finance, business, agriculture and more.  

Republic TV, owned by former Times Now editor 
Arnab Goswami, launched on May 6. The channel’s 
launch was marked with about 51 per cent share with 
2.1 million (21 lakh) impressions in its first week, 
according to BARC ratings. Republic TV had also 
raved about securing the No.1 rank and claimed to 
have more share than the combined share of  all 
other competitors.  

 (Courtesy: exchange4media.com) 
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With recent developments in the Indo-Pacific Region (South China Sea) and 
the Indian Ocean Region having the potential to change regional and global 
dimensions of the existing geo-political, economic and strategic contours, the 
Press Institute of India in association with the Chennai Centre for China Studies 
conducted a seminar on April 20-21 at PII for journalists, journalism students 
and researchers, to try and analyse ongoing developments in relation to China, 
India and their neighbours and provide a better understanding of the picture.

Commodore R. Seshadri Vasan (Indian Navy, Retd), director, Chennai Centre for 

A seminar with China under the lens
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Journalists, experts and researchers at the inaugural session listen to Nitin Gokhale speaking (above).

<
China Studies, head, Strategy and Security Studies, Centre for Asia Studies (CAS), and regional director, 
National Maritime Foundation, Chennai Chapter, set the ball rolling with a broad sweep of the political 
and geo-political complexities in the region.

In his keynote address, Nitin Gokhale, national security analyst, media trainer, founder, BharatShakti.
in, and former Security and Strategic Affairs Editor, NDTV, spoke about how the centre of gravity of the 
world has shifted to the Asia Pacific. From a bit player in South-East Asia, India now has an important 
role in the region, he said, adding that the rise of the PLA Navy is the story of the decade, and as China 
ventures into the Indian Ocean Region, strengthening the Indian Navy has become a priority. Language 
is a barrier to Indian media personnel, Gokhale pointed out. “It hampers good reportage. Our people 
should make an effort to learn Mandarin.”

Pratap Heblikar, director, Asia Dialogue Society, Singapore, and former special secretary, Government 
of India, dwelt on the dynamics of security issues in the neighbourhood. C. Joshua Thomas, deputy 
director, Indian Council of Social Science Research, North Eastern Regional Centre, Shillong, spoke 
about the developments in ASEAN-China relations and their implications for regional stability.

Colonel Hariharan, VSM, retired officer of Intelligence Corps, India, and member, Chennai Centre for 
China Studies, made a presentation on the challenges in the East China Sea and South China Sea from 
an Indian perspective. India in Chinese Media’s Eyes – Illuminating the Picture, was the subject of Asma 
Masood’s talk. She is a research officer with the Chennai Centre for China Studies.

Sanjay Pulipaka, fellow and consultant, Strategic Studies Chair, Indian Council for Research on 
International Economic Relations, New Delhi, brought a lot of perspective to his presentation focused 
on China in the Indian Ocean Region, with specific reference to the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor, 
the One Belt One Road initiative and the Bangladesh-China-India-Myanmar corridor.

Jacob A. Bonofer, assistant professor, Department of Political Science, Madras Christian College, and 
research fellow at the Centre for Asia Studies, supplemented that with his take on the challenges in 
India’s immediate maritime neighbourhood.

Sashi Nair, director, Press Institute of India, coordinated the proceedings.
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June 7-9, organised by WAN-IFRA, 
in Durban, South Africa: World 
News Media Congress 2017. 
Details from christin.herger@wan-
ifra.org 

June 19, organised by WAN-
IFRA, in Singapore (Singapore 
Management University): Keep it 
Real – Truth and Trust in Media 
Details from wilson.leong@wan-
ifra.org

June 19-20, organised by WAN-
IFRA, in Chennai: Editorial 
Leaders, Module 4 – Writing for 
the Web. Details from vijayalakshmi.
murali@wan-ifra.org

June 21-22, organised by WAN-
IFRA, in Chennai: Editorial 
Leaders, Module 5 – Harnessing 
Social Media. Details from 
vijayalakshmi.murali@wan-ifra.org

June 23-24, organised by WAN-
IFRA, in Chennai: Editorial 
Leaders, Module 6 – Leading 
the Newsroom. Details from 
vijayalakshmi.murali@wan-ifra.org

2017

June

October 2-6, organised by WAN-
IFRA, in Chicago/ New York: Study 
Tour: New Digital Business. More 
details from nicole.frankenhauser@
wan-ifra.org

October 10-12, organised by WAN-
IFRA, in Berlin: Digital Media 
World 2017 / Print World 2017. 
More details from Manfred.Werfel@
WAN-IFRA.org

October 10-12, organised by WAN-
IFRA, in Berlin: IFRA World 
Publishing Expo/ DCX Digital 
Content Expo. More details from 
a.kluge@publishing-exhibition.org

October 18-20, organised by WAN-
IFRA and Reuters, in New York: 
Digital Media North America 
2017/ North American Digital 
Media Awards. More details from 
adrian.montemayor@wan-ifra.org

October 23-27, organised by WAN-
IFRA, in New York/ Washington 
DC: Study Tour: The Super 
Social Newsroom. More details 
from nicole.frankenhausser@wan-
ifra.org 

October 31 – November 2, 
organised by WAN-IFRA, in 
Singapore: Digital Media Asia 
2017. More details from wilson.
leong@wan-ifra.org

October 31 – November 3, 
organised by IPEX, at NEC in 
Birmingham, UK: IPEX 2017. 
More details at http://www.
informaexhibitions.com/

July

July 5-6, organised by WAN-IFRA, 
in Jakarta: New Content Format 
for Millennials. More details from 
wilson.leong@wan-ifra.org 

July 17-18, organised by WAN-
IFRA, in Singapore: Engaging 
Audiences with Data Journalism. 
Details on WAN-IFRA website

August

August 10-11, organised by INMA, 
in New Delhi: INMA South Asia 
News Media Conference. Details 
on INMA website

September

September 12-14, organised by 
WAN-IFRA, in Chennai: WAN-
IFRA India 2017 Conference. 
More details from sureshbabu.kr@
wan-ifra-ifra.org / vijayalakshmi.
murali@wan-ifra.org

September 13-15, organised by 
FESPA, in Johannesburg, South 
Africa: FESPA Africa. Details on 
the FESPA website

September 20-22, organised by 
INMA, in Lima, Peru: INMA Latin 
America Media Conference. 
Details on INMA website

September 21-23, organised by 
FESPA, in Mexico: FESPA Mexico. 
Details on the FESPA website

September 25-29, organised by 
INMA, in Oslo, Norway: INMA 
Media Viking Week. Details on 
INMA website

July 19-20, organised by WAN-
IFRA, in Singapore: Rise of  Long-
form Storytelling. Details on 
WAN-IFRA website

July 20-21, organised by WAN-
IFRA, in Mumbai: Workshop on 
Responsive Design. More details 
from vijayalakshmi.murali@wan-
ifra.org

October
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Yes, digital publishing is here to stay

Tablets might still be a niche market in India, but they are a rapidly growing and promising 
new media channel for newspaper publishers. Digital publishing to tablets is another step 
in the ongoing evolution of the media industry. This change forces publishers to define 
an effective multi-channel publishing strategy, enabling them to effortlessly address any 
channel and to monetise new channels such as tablets successfully. A special report by 
Stefan Horst
                                               
                    >>> more

Dinamalar surges forward on the new media front

A 60-year-old newspaper has adapted and moved with the times, and moved quickly.  Its 
Web site attracts more than two million unique visitors and more than 190 million page 
views a month; its iPhone, iPod and iPad applications have recorded a substantial number 
of downloads and page views, with various apps being made available on the Android 
platform as well. All run and managed by a small team that is highly focused on delivering 
value to users as well as clients, and it has paid off well. Sashi Nair reports on the Dinamalar 
new media success story
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You may have the most sophisticated technology, but technology alone cannot weave magic. Without the human being and 
his or her hard work and sustained efforts, success will often seem like a mirage. In today’s world when the customer is 
king, custom-made solutions can make all the difference. The relatively new word we hear often nowadays is ‘bespoke’ – 
North American English. And driven by bespoke solutions, including the networked printing factory, the proportion of service 
business in the KBA Group revenue widened to 26 per cent in the first quarter of 2017 (see page 22 for more). 

SERVICE INITIATIVES ARE INCREASINGLY PAYING OFF


